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emotion rules in the capitol
emotion was ruling in juneau at press time friday and the state

house remained unable to muster the votes to pass a constitutional
amendment for subsistence

action stalled when the amendment failed for a second time in
the house tuesday on a 231723 17 vote and legislators decided to take
a three day recess for the fourth of july they were scheduled to
get back to work inin the capitol saturday

while we can only hope that common sense began to reign over
the weekend it doesnt appear that the republican minority inin the
house isis going to budge this isis a group of people who even refused
to meet with congressman don young a member of their own party
because he favors an amendment instead of the chaos we have now

were not going to spend a lot of time writing about what the peo-
ple opposed to protecting subsistence are doing other newspapers
throughout alaska have been pointing fingers very effectively but
there comes a time when its useless to continue to bewail their stiff
necked obstinanceobstmenceobstinenceobst mence

wed just like to point out that its really hard to understand how
people can oppose a broad based constitutional amendment which
isis permissive inin nature in fact if the voters approved the amend-
ment inin november and polls indicate this is precisely what would
happen the amendment would not mandate that the constitution
do anything it would merely authorize the legislature to pass laws
to protect subsistence

so what we have now isis a situation where the alaska supreme
court which has declared alaskasalanskas law giving priority to rural sub-
sistencesi users inin time of shortage unconstitutional with the federal
government assuming control of fish and game management on the
60 percent of alaska owned by the federal government as of july 1

the alaska legislature refused during regular session to tackle
this issue so now legislators find themselves inin special session
deadlocked over the constitutional amendment that could solve the
problem and regain state control of fish and game management in
alaska

we hope to be writing a different editorial next week its possi-
ble that the cooling off period has given people a chance to come
to their senses if not we believe that more action such as that taken
by ahtnaaetna inc to close native lands to non shareholders will be the
norm rather than the exception


